
    Lost in quotation? Jus Mundi is of great help and 
will reduce your time in finding the right one both in 
public international law and investment arbitration. 

Alain Pellet, 
Counsel in more than 60 cases before the ICJ

The Search Engine for International Law

A New International Law Search Engine Powered
by Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning

An Innovative International Law 
Research Resource*

A New Intelligent Way 
of Doing Comprehensive 
International Law Research

Quickly find relevant paragraphs of arbitral 
awards and judgments using keywords and 
intuitive connectors.

Expediently review relevant portions of each
award and judgment paragraph by paragraph.

   Jus Mundi is an incredibly user-friendly and valuable service for 
arbitration counsel. The database of awards is comprehensive and 
easily searchable. It is already a tremendously useful in conducting 
research on investment 
treaty arbitration issues 
and arbitrators, and new 
features are being added 
all the time. 

Dmitri Evseev, 
Partner at Arnold & Porter LLP

* Includes all publicly available documents
   from 1794 to present day, updated weekly.
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A Powerful Multilingual Search Engine

Traditional search engines overlook at least 20% of legal references!

YOU CAN 

FIND US AT
@JusMundi_com

Jus Mundi

@JusMundicom

www.jusmundi.com

contact@jusmundi.com

1. Thousands of awards have been converted from poor 
quality PDFs to high-quality text-searchable documents 
so that you never overlook an important holding.

2. Jus Mundi's artificial intelligence has been "taught" 
by a team of international lawyers to identify the most 
relevant portions of the documents responsive to your 
search, beyond your keywords.

3. Set the search criteria in English or French, review 
the responsive results in any language.

Jus Mundi helps you to 
conduct an efficient and 
effective arbitrator, lawyer or 
law firm search to respond to 
the needs of your case

A Smart Way 
to Research an Arbitrator, Law Firm or Lawyer
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Quickly identify cases in which a 
particular arbitrator sat

Research potential conflicts of 
interest, double-hatting or repeat 
appointments of an arbitrator by a 
particular law firm

Review legal reasoning of the 
arbitrators on the issues relevant 
to your case

Identify legal pleadings of a law 
firm or a lawyer


